In the Belly of the Barn
Timber-framed and bathed in daylight, this Maine retirement house
has space for family gatherings and building boats
BY BRIAN READING AND WILLIAM MCHENRY

ow would you like
section of roof with vertical
to design a ‘bahn’
windows; we used remotely
for Charlie and
controlled awning windows
Monika?” That question introthat promote natural cooling
duced our office to this project.
in summer. Located within
At the time, we were nearly
the middle two bays of the
done with a renovation of the
four-bay timber-frame struccouple’s 80-year-old summer
ture, the monitor bathes the
camp, which occupies a waterinterior of the living space
front site on Mount Desert Iswith indirect sunlight (photo
Light and privacy. A partition wall with a window separates the bedland in midcoast Maine. When
facing page). Natural lighting
room from the stairwell. The west wall of the bathroom sets the bedthe project was started, we were
is enhanced by the opposing
room apart from the rest of the barn. Photo taken at B on floor plan.
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ing the camp’s rustic nature.
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images of traditional structures from her
Preserving the camp as a camp, however,
Recycled seaway timbers make up
homeland while we made our own study of
left some items from Charlie and Monika’s
the frame
the numerous barns on the island. What imwish list unfulfilled. Nearing retirement,
The timber frame is recycled Douglas fir that
pressed us most about the Northern EuroCharlie wanted a workshop to pursue boatwas salvaged from St. Lawrence Seaway
pean barns were the bold, rustic interiors of
building. Their grown children, all musi“boom stock” (the booms used to corral
the exposed timber-frame structures. Charcians, wanted a space for recording and playpulpwood logs destined for Canadian paper
lie and Monika wanted the new structure to
ing. Everyone wanted a winterized space for
mills). We found the supplier through an Inhave the same sort of character, but they also
year-round retreats. We were asked to design
ternet search. The otherwise clear fir was
wanted plenty of natural light.
a large, flexible structure to satisfy these
flawed by numerous 11⁄2-in. dia. iron-stained
Our solution was to funnel natural light inneeds. A two-story barn with first-floor shop
bolt holes, but Charlie and Monika did not
to the barn from as many directions as possiand second-floor living area was the solution
have a problem knowing their timbers had a
ble, starting from the top. We designed an
(floor plans, p. 110).
past, especially because the stains were easielongated cupola called a monitor for the
‘Bring the light in high and let it
ly removed with oxalic acid.
roof (photo p. 109). As an old architecture
down softly’
For architects whose houses are typically
professor used to say, the monitor will “bring
Our design was inspired by traditional barns
framed with stud walls and trusses, seeing
it in high and let it down softly.” Similar to a
from New England and Northern Europe. A
the 12x12 posts and 8x8 primary rafters asclerestory, a monitor is a continuous raised

“H

Truly a cathedral ceiling. Light streaming in through the overhead monitor
windows lends a heavenly glow to the
finely crafted timber frame. Photo taken at A on floor plan.
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Roof designed for daylighting. Rising
through the peak like an elongated cupola, the monitor bathes the center of the
barn with sunlight. Dormers on each end
allow windows to illuminate the perimeters. Photo taken at D on floor plan.

Exterior finishes diminish an imposing
structure. Board-and-batten western red
cedar covers the first floor; eastern whitecedar shingles cover the second floor. Photo
taken at C on floor plan.
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sembled for the first time was impressive indeed. We arrived for a site visit just after all
five bents had been tilted into place and the
crew had begun laying the deck for the second floor. When general contractor Scott
Werner asked us what we thought, we were
speechless. The frame was beyond beautiful,
and it seemed a shame to have to cover it up.

Exterior finishes help it blend
We covered the timber frame with a Galvalume (GSP of North America; 360-750-5791)

standing-seam metal roof. We chose Galvalume for its durability and its fire-resistant
qualities as well as its inherent barnlike appearance. The roof is painted dark bronze to
help the tall structure blend into the woods.
The siding was designed to break up the
vertical dominance of the structure. Boardand-batten western red cedar is installed beneath the overhanging belly band—an extension of the barn-door track cover—with
predipped eastern white-cedar shingles
above (photo left). Another band was creatPhoto left this page: Brian Reading

ed directly below the windowsills by decreasing the course exposure of the shingles.
Because no gutters were used, the roof
overhangs were pushed out 30 in. to protect
the siding. The gable-end fascia boards are
supported with brackets and trusses. With
king posts and natural hackmatack knees,
the exterior trusses offer visitors a taste of
what’s inside (photo p. 106). Traditionally
used as lateral bracing in wooden boats,
hackmatack knees are harvested locally from
the naturally curved trunk-to-root portion

of the eastern larch (hackmatack) tree. Our
knees were supplied by Newman’s Knees
(207-938-2380) of St. Albans, Maine.

Timber frames determine
interior layout
The sliding garage door has a pedestrian
door cut into it, but the formal entry is along
the side of the barn. To enhance the
lofty feeling of the exposed frame, we wanted the approach to the second floor to be
somewhat constricted. You enter the first

floor via a small mudroom with a relatively
low (8 ft. 6 in.) ceiling. Straight ahead is the
shop; a right turn leads up the stairs.
The four-bay timber frame dictated the
second-floor layout. The bedroom and stair
occupy the first bay. The bedroom is separated from the stairwell by a partition wall with
a large decorative window (photo p. 107).
The window is just above eye level in the
stairwell, which helps to maintain privacy
yet allows sunlight from the dormer window to flood the bedroom. The bedroom
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GREAT IDEA: FANCY COVER HIDES HEATING PIPES

Expansive living and dining space. Fitting bedroom, bathroom and kitchen
spaces within the first two bays of the
four-bay timber frame leaves half of the
barn wide open for entertaining. Photo
taken at E on floor plan.

Originally, the formal entrance was

copper insect screening that can be

on the other side of the barn. After

left to tarnish or be replaced from

the framing and mechanical work was

time to time if the owners prefer a

done, however, Monika asked that we

cleaner look. The wood trim along

move the entrance. We were glad to

the bottom edge of the cover was

accommodate her, but moving the

added to protect visitors from sharp

entrance meant that the intake and

edges.

—B. R. and W. M.

exhaust pipes for the high-efficiency
propane boiler would be the first
items to greet visitors on their way
into the barn.
Rather than relocate the heating
equipment, we decided to cover the
pipes. We designed a cover that
would resemble the Craftsman-style
exterior-lighting fixtures and had Vulcan Supply (802-893-0512) of Westford, Vermont, fabricate the cover
from 20-oz. lead-coated copper
(photo right). The lead coating protects the copper from corrosive exhaust gases. The cover is lined with

walls were built high enough for visual privacy but low enough to leave the barn’s timberframe ceiling open from front to back.
The bathroom shares the second bay with
the kitchen. The galley-type kitchen leads
into the living and dining “great room” space,
which occupies the third and fourth bays
(photo facing page).

W I D E - O P E N S PA C E S F O R W O R K A N D P L AY
Intended as a year-round refuge to augment the family’s nearby summer camp, the barn’s open floor plan
keeps everything bright and versatile. The first floor has plenty of room for boat-building and winter
storage. The second floor is designed for family gatherings and year-round retreats.
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You like wood, don’t you?
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SPECS
Bedrooms: 1 Bathrooms: 11⁄2 Size: 2304 sq. ft. Cost: N/A Completed: 1999 Location: Mount Desert Island, ME
Architect: Brian Reading, William McHenry Architects Builder: Scott Werner Timber-framer: John Connolly & Co.
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Drawings: Ron Carboni

Not surprisingly, the exposed timber frame
serves as the focal point for the interior finish strategies. The plank floors, the wainscoting in the stairwell and the interior slab
doors were all milled from the same stock as
the frame. The doors are hung with handcrafted strap hinges (photo p. 107). The cabinets were also custom-built using recycled
fir. The contractor stockpiled vertical-grain
lumber for the rails and stiles of the cabinets to ensure stability of the frames.
Other woods were used to lend contrast. A
2-in. thick slab of Pennsylvania cherry serves
as the countertop for the kitchen
peninsula. The knotty-pine walls and ceilPhoto top right this page: Brian Reading

Creative deception. Designed to resemble
Craftsman-style light fixtures, a custombuilt cover conceals the heating system’s intake and exhaust pipes. Photo taken at F on
floor plan.

ings (along with the hackmatack knees) balance nicely with the honey-colored fir frame

First floor is an empty slate
Although it takes up nearly three-quarters of
the first floor, the shop (photo right) was left
empty for Charlie and Monika to fill as they
approach their retirement. The only requirements they gave us for the shop were that it
be well lighted, have 10-ft. ceilings and have
room to store a car during the winter
months. We satisfied the lighting criteria with
a generous mix of windows and incandescent
and fluorescent lighting. The oversize windows along the northeast corner are larger
versions of the windows that are in Charlie
and Monika’s beloved waterside camp. The
floors are 2x6 tongue-and-groove spruce, the
walls are local rough-sawn pine, the ceiling
is painted drywall, and the 20-in. planer is

made by Powermatic.

Almost a blank slate. Although the shop is
currently used only for winter storage, the
lonely planer will have plenty of company
once the owner retires and is able to pursue
his boat-building hobby full time. Photo taken at G on floor plan.

Licensed architect Brian Reading of Bangor, Maine,
works for William McHenry Architects in Blue Hill,
Maine. Photos by Tom O’Brien, except where noted.
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